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An approach to the map classification problem*
This paper presents an analysis of various types of maps and other geographical scenes from
users point of view. The division of people according to their perceptional abilities allows to
compare the pragmatic properties of cartographical means being in map users' disposal. Visually,
tactile, kinesteticly and sonicly percepted scenes as well as multimedia! realisations have been
considered to determine differentiation of their usability for recognition of general and particular
spatial characteristics of presented map contents as reflection of reality in user's mind. Very
composed problems of range of definitions of maps and cartography has been considered (on the
base of ICA 's definitions formulated in 1995) with a view to their correctness since the latest rapid
impact of new technology on the discipline. According to author's opinion new definition of a map
should embrace only types of realisations of broadly treated scenes fulfilling precisely determined
list of essential properties connected with cognitive as well as applicable map's functions.

INTRODUCTION

Having in memory that it is only a few highly civilised states where the problems
and needs of people with physical incapacities are given the proper consideration there's an
urgent need to offer the disabled more adequate assistance and support to their struggle for
putting their basic rights into operation. The key principle is that the stereotyped approach
towards the impaired individuals ought be exchanged for a more considerate one.
The International Cartographic Association (ICA) as a world-wide organisation is
undoubtedly the forum where interests of all groups of map users and map makers must be
represented. The totally blind as well as children, women or illiterate people create one of
such groups. It is evident that a care for exceptionless formulations of all official
documents: opinions, projects, rules and overall definitions concerning with subject-matter
of modem cartography ought be a crowning complement of works within of particular
ICA's commissions and work groups.
* The paper was elaborated within scopes the KBN research project No. ST l2E 02023 entitled ,,Realisation
of cartographic-geodetic elements of the education programme using the sonicly coding method".
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Such reflections are evoked by the rapid development of modem techniques resulting
opening very new cross-disciplinary special fields. Some of them applying different
achievements of cartography have a creative influence on the future of the discipline.
l. Sonicly coded geographical scene
Sonic coding the position of elements using two orthogonal coordinates (sonic
variables): x- sound's frequency and y- sound's intensity is original authors' proposal [l]
of mapping for congenitally blind users. The method was firstly presented during the 17th
Cartographic Conference in Barcelona in 1995 [2]. Consequently modernised digitizer
consists of flat operating field, manually steered pointer (mouse, pen) and electronic device
for transforming each pointer's hit on previously coded point (elementary area) into sonic
signal determining individual position of the point. All elementary areas within the
operating field are invisible. Through the decoding process the points forming a scene are
audibly percepted, remaining ones created the silent background. Each of graphically coded
contour lines has its own, characteristic, alike to real object shape, in case of sonic notation
each of sequential arrangement of points composing open lines or closed, contour lines has
its own, individual sound track.
It has been experimentally verified that perception of linkage of acoustic and
proprioreceptive stimuli make possible to create in congenitally blind person's minds
practically usable image of reality. If it is in accordance with that one obtained by visual
perception it is still not fully confirmed but arrangement and basic spatial relationships
characterising chosen real objects from the nearest surroundings of the blind repeatedly
have been correctly recognised. These results give a chance that introduction of sonic
method to cartographic education of the blind may appear an efficient way to development
pupil's spatial imagination also in the global scale. This important sphere of cognition
seems to be not sufficiently manifested in actually realised world programmes, so decision
of the Polish Committee of Scientific Researches to give the financial support for three year
testing the method in Polish schools for visually impaired children can be recognised as
quite justifiable.
As, owing modem technology, various kind of graphical maps may be transformed into
sonicly coded scenes it is a time to consider if such form of notation should be called maps,
another words which of maps' properties are of primary meaning and what differences
distinguish sonic group of notation from the others.
2. Cartography and new technology

Development of science has got the distinct expression in a permanent endeavour to
harmonic a specific language of given branch description with the resource of actual
informations, observations and practical solutions. It is essential to enlarge the list of the
names, to formulate basic new definitions, to update the choice of characteristics and to
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propose completely changed or more accurate criteria of classifications. Disciplines
remaining all along the time without significant theoretical or methodological changes are
treated as stagnant and consequently - all works in the frame of these fields - as unhopeful
to provide the revealing results.
New technologies transforming all stages of maps' redaction and maps' editing demand
their algorithmisation. From methological point of view the problem can be solved on the
way of searching the analogies between cartography and other more formalised disciplines.
As the most significant trial it can be recognised Bertin's proposal to distinguish six visual
variables as the key to right creation of symbolic notation accordingly to the character of
source data and welcome functions of given map. In comparison with assumption based on
enumerical classifications (used in German [3] as well as in Russian [4] cartography)
Bertin's proposal was very important step toward linking the measuremental level of data
with the type of designation or expressis verbis the character of data with a choice of such
method of presentation which will guarante the determined, pragmatic properties of a map.
Complexity of the problem caused that Bertin' s system of visual variables has been broadly
analysed and many trials of its improvement have been undertaken [5].
Attempts of formalisation of editorial processes as well as categorisation of numerous
types of maps accordingly to individual or functionally grouped criteria [6] may be
considered not only as inseparable effect but also a necessary condition of the Geographical
Information System's development. Connections between traditionally treated maps and
spatial information systems are one of the central theoretical subject-matter to be solved
nowadays [7, 8, 9], broadly discussion is also continued around the very new form of maps.
Besides traditional paper form users have to their disposal numerous type of electronic
realisation, tactile models, sonic scenes, various kind of multi-medial presentations and
finally - hologrammes.
The achievements of physics, cybernetics, psychology, linguistic, fractal geometry and
neuron sets form a very new face of modem cartography. When an infiltration from other
spheres to cartography has been commonly accepted it becomes self-evident that some of
traditionally determined notions, definitions and rules connected with maps must be
changed or only up-to-dated.
3. The range of ,,map" and ,,cartography" ICA 's definitions

The l Oth General Assembly of the International Cartographic Association held in
Barcelona in 1995 has adopted the working definitions for ,,map" and ,,cartography". The
definitions are as follows:
- ,,A map is a symbolised image of geographical reality, representing selected features
or characteristic, resulting from the creative effect of its author's execution of
choices, and is designed for use when spatial relationships are of primary relevance".
- ,,Cartography is the discipline dealing with the conception, production, dissemination and study of maps".
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The first definition consists of very important links which should be acutely analysed.
A first association with the term ,,image" is ,,a picture" and per analogiam with ,,a
symbolised image... representing selected features ... (of) reality" - ,,a pictorial scene". The
consequence of such interpretation is exclusion from the list of map users people without
ability of visual perception. But another meaning of the word ,,image" is [10] ,,a mental
picture or idea". It may be a concept of a map in the cartographer's mind as well as reflection
of decoded ,,scene" in the user's mind. Than the code is not limited so not only graphical
maps but also percepted by touching tactile models, decoded using proprioceptive and
acoustic stimuli - sonic scenes as well as percepted by simultaneously operating senses
multi-medial realisations representing real or abstract geographical objects should be
included to maps. The last link of the definition is connected with not precisely determined
map's function. The ,,spatial relationships" may concern real objects, symbols representing
objects or elements of mental scene. Also it is not indicated in the definition holistic or
sequential manner of map's perception leading to general or particular knowledge of
,,spatial relationships", so limited, sequential kind of decoding, characterising tactile and
sonic ,,products", may not be a reason for excluding them from the list of maps.
Summarising it can be noticed that a form of the ICA's definition allows to number
among the maps all mentioned above kinds of realisation as well as mental maps.
Acceptation of this conclusion causes the necessity of up-to-dating the name ,,the
discipline dealing with the ... maps", used in the second ofICA' s definition, because of the
part ,,graphy'' of definiendum distinctly determines as the only subject of the discipline the graphic maps. Such stand - point is represented by many cartographers [11, 12]. The
linguistic puritans can even interpret the word ,,cartography" as indirectly indicating on
paper maps; eventually in regard of commonly used term ,,computer graphics", also maps
on a screen shouldn't be left aside ...
The discussion on the right name of the discipline led during the seminar: ,,The selected
problems of theoretical cartography" in the frame of ICA's Commission on Theoretical
Cartography held in July 20-21, 2002 in Gdańsk, creates an important impact to the planned
next year in Durban during 12th General Assembly of ICA modernisation of both
definitions: map and discipline dealing with maps.
4. Final review of modern maps and geographical scenes
Limitation of sensora! abilities of map users causes significant differentiation of
ranges of map's pragmatic properties. In a presented Table 1 the division of various types of
maps and, more generally - geographical scenes' realisations has been made from user's
point of view because of author's entire acceptation of opinion that ,,maps appear to be
under (direct or indirect) influence of their potential and actual users" [ 13]. Not adjudicating
a question if the main object of study in pragmatics is relation between sign-vehicle and
interpretant [ 14] or ,,study of relationships between (whole) maps and their users (as tools of
social action)" [13] in the table the usable functions of a map have been analysed

Tab Ie I. Review of maps and geographical scenes according to differentiation of users' perceptual ability

Type, version

A

I

Kind of
code
graphical

Manner of
realisation
coding by

visually
contrasting
against the
background
designation
of all elements

2

electro
visual

as Al

Size of
point (unit
area)

0 ~ 0,1
mm

pixel

Kind of

Group(s)

Type of

support

of users

perception

- paper,
- flat surface in
different
materials

menitor's or
TV's
screens

sighted
people
(with
sight)

as Al

visual
(by vision)

as Al

Percept u-

Identification of element

ally usable

Range of pragmatic properties of map's perception

variables

localisation

meanings

general

particu lar

- size
- colour
- value
-pattern
- direction
- shape

absolute:
- direct by
values of
coordinates,
- approximative based on
drawn lines
of (geographical) grid

- by name
- by associative form
of designation
- by listed
key of conventional
signs (legend) with
verbal explanation
- by scale of
value

- holistic
image of reality (origi-

- spatial
knowledge
of chosen
part of mapped area
- recognition of arrangement
of chosen
group of
elements
- differentiation of
their density
- determination of given ele-

as Al

as Al

as Al

nal)

- recognition of main
and margina! elements
- know ledge of spatial
distribution
of elements'
groups their
arrangement and
differentiation of density within
whole mapped area

as Al

ment's

dimension,
shape, absolute and relative location
as Al

3

as A2
+ sonic

as Al with
distinction
of some elements by
twinkling

as A2

as A2

people
with
sight
and hearing

audio-visual (by
sight
and audition)

- -- - -

- - - - - audiovisual
(by audition
and limited
sight)

-

*

=

'"

visually impaired people
with hearing

*

as A I and
additionally
directly, bolistic percepled lay-out
of twinkling
elements as
intentionally distinguished layer
of map's
contents
- - - - -- - - - - -- -- - - - - - -- - - - -- - -- - - - knowledge
relative, on- * phonetic
twinkle
ly within the commenta- of arrange(word)
ment of
twinkling
ry
whole group
elements
of twinkling
elements
within mapped area
as Al
and
twinkle

as Al

as Al with
cornplernentary phonetic cornmentary

as Al and
additionally
recognition
of spatial relationsbips
between
twinkling
elements
and others
in chosen
part of mapped area
- - - - - - - recognition
of relative
location of
given twinkling element within
whole subgroup situated in studied part of
mapped
area

4

as A2

as Al with
distinction
of some moving elements by
changing
brightness
of stimuli
(colour or
shining)

as A2

as A2

as A3

as,A2

as Al

as A I: fixed
elements,
moving points relatively to the fixed ones

as A3

- - - - - as A3*

- - - - - -

as A3*

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (lumino- only relative as A3*
sity as
by sequenvalue)
tial positioning of moving element

00

w

- - - -

as Al and
additionally
observation
of moving
elements on
the background of fixed ones resuiting recognition of
holistic distribution of
spatio-ternporał changes of positions intentionally
chosen points as the
characteristics determining given
process
- - - - - - - - only accordingly to the
supplement
given in A4

as A I and
observation
of speed and
direction of
element's
motion within chosen
part of whole mapped
area

-------only accordingly to the
supplement
given in A4

B

00
A

I

tactile

elevations
of two layers: the first
one serves
as a background against the seene camposed by collection of points representing
open lines,
contour lines and/or
isolated objects - elements of coded scene
may be prepared to decoding before the
work orevoked by slippiing by
users

0 e".2
mm

paper
with
ability
to bring
into relief under the
influence of
warming up
(swellpaper)
or wetting, capsule
paper
(flexi-paper),
trans parent paper or
foil with
ability
to engrave
(slippiing)

visually
irnpaired and
totally
blind
people
with
proprioception

tac ti lokines tetic (by
touch
and ability to
displace
his/her
fingers
for searching of
elemeats)

- elevation or
lowering (abetment)size direction
shape
(pattern)

absolute,
approx imate using exterior, pressed designation of values of parameters lines
commonly
as geographical coordinates (lambda, fi) in
Braille systern, relative, within
elevated ( or
abated) contour line recognised by
sequentially
conducted
positioning
of points

by supply
a scene with
additional
verbal explanations
of chosen
objects (individual names) as well
as whole
scene contents (a title
of a scene)

holistic image of shape
and size of
the whole
presented
object (and
its structure)

recognition
of given points of whole contour
line: changes of direction, complexity knowledge of
given
point's absolute localisation

2

as B 1
and reduced
Al

di versi fication of elevations of
numerous
(3, 4) layers
of [divided
into nurnerous (3, 4)]
groups of
contents
elements
(sea, coastline, rivers,
cites), diversification of
sharpness
(roughness)
of elements
(objects),
distinction
some of elements by
brightness
of their colour or shining

as Bl

plastic
with
ability
to pressforming,
different
materials
with different
textural
properties

visually
impaired people with
proprioception

as Bl
(by sense of various temperatu-

res of
high colours
ability
of users
with residual
vision)
- - - - - * totally blind
people
with
proprioception

- - - - - -

as Bl

as Bl
and:
sharpness
roughness, lumi nosity (colour)

- - - -

as Bl
and:
sharpness,
roughness

-

as B 1

-

as BI andby associative form of
designations - by
legend in
Braille systern

- - - - - - - - - - - - as Bl
as BI but
determined
less precisely

as Al but
less precisely corresponding
with reality
(original)

as Al but
determined
less precisely and within more limited part
of mapped
area

- - - - - - as Al but
very reduced in: know!edge of
spatial distribution of
groups of
elements,
their arran-

- - - - - - - as Al but
with only
comparative
kind of recognition of
element's
dimensions,
size and location (10%
less than visually in
length, 1 %
for dimension [15]

- - - - - - -

gement,

crossgroups rotation and differentiation
of density
within whole mapped
area

C

I

sonic

coding by
sound
(changing
dependently
on the element's position) only
elements
creating
a scene; to
evoke a signa! user has
to touch the
element by
pointer, searching of
elements is
realised by
manual steering of pointer's move
within operation area
(in case of
contour line
or open line
the move is
realised sequentially)

separateness of
signals
I mm
x I mm
(unit
area),
changing of
sound
5 mm
x 5 mm
the minimal size of
element
2 mm
x 2 mm
[16]

plate or
field as
a part of
System
of Sonic
Localisation
(SSL)

as B2*

audio-kinesthetic (by
audition
and ability to
displace
his/her
palm
with
a pointer
for searching of
elemen ts)

pitch

= (sound
's frequency)
loudness
= (sound
's intensity),
(sounds
colour)

absolute: direct by recognition of
coordinates
-li.x-semitone, - li.yI dB of element [16]
(li.x, li.y

5 mm); relaLive: accordingxdirection by naturai sound lioes with
modules in
Orff-Kodaly's scaleby differences of
sounds

by phonetic
announcements during a choice of a scene
from stored
in diskette
collection
(in case of
multicolour
version by
sonic legend
limited only
to phonetic
explanation
of each colour's meaning (borders, rivers,
cities)

as Bl

as Bl

D

com-

multimedia!

various

flat,

as Bl (as

audio-ta-

sound

- absolute

- by legend

holistic ima-

recognition

pound:

coding: (in

parame-

opera-

Al)

ctile-ki-

signal's:

indirect by

in Braille

ge of spatial

of location

ters

audio,

NOMAD

tion

nesthe-

- dura-

(intentional-

system

distribution

of chosen

tactile

audio-tacti-

fields

tic (vi-

ly accessib-

- by legend

of elements,

and ot-

le template
is placed on

with

sua!)

tion
- pitch

le) informa-

very genera-

group of
elements,

ability

- loud-

tion - as

explaining
meaning of

lised image

determina-

the surface

to be

ness (ot-

above

differentia-

on the touch
sensible

pressed,

hers as

of shapes
and ele-

tion of relati ve position

in numerous
places to
evoke
the
sound
signal or
verbal
exp lanation,
a template piate sheet
with
platform
touch
sensitive

above)

mets' density(asAI)

of element
(as A I)

hers

platform
and numerous drawing function may be
selected
[I 7])

tioned kinds
of (3-5)

sound signals,
- by enlarged (intentionally accessible interactive verbal explanations of
given place
[17]
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accordingly to the holistic and measuremental levels of map's reading although as
a consequence of such approach the totally blind users have been left aside. To ,,general"
level have been included such information connected with a whole mapped area as:
structural skeleton of a scene and diversification of density of groups. As related to
,,particular" level of percepted information have been treated various quantitative
characteristics of chosen element: object: its shape, size and location and various users'
interests focused to the part of mapped area or sub-group of elements.
It can be emphasised that analysis of general level's perception has been led without
determination if evoked imagination are user's mental reflection of reality or are only
acquaintance of symbolised scene.
As a very important, if not necessary, condition of right specification of cognitive
properties of maps has been treated a manner of element's (object's) identification
dependent on perceptive abilities but also - limitation within different users' groups. In the
table identification of element has been considered as a composition of: localisation and
determination of meaning.
Analysis according to the types of realisations shows that sonicly coded as well as
visually coded geographical scenes not fulfil the condition of holistic perception in the case
of totally blind users. If it is the argument to exclude them from maps is the question to be
carefully recognised.
Summarising it can be noticed that division the people according to their perceptive
abilities into the groups allows to compare the usability of cartographic means being at their
disposal as well as distinct the list of usable variables. With regard of very general character
of user's di vision more detailed treating of each sub-group within given group is necessary
for right solution of a problem of creation full range of maps' types in accordance to full
variety of perceptive differentiation of people. For map's efficiency specially important
seems to be a question of searching among the variables distincted in the table, separately
for each user's group the best linkage of variables for initially determined map's function.
Till to-day probably not all junctions of simultaneously used senses are being applied as
receptors in multimedia! techniques introduced to cartography. Continuation of researches
on this field may not be hopeless, moreover - seems to be proper direction towards
exceptionless dissemination of map as a mean to spatial knowledge of reality not only
limited to the nearest surrounding of various types of maps' users but also - in global scale.
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Pewne podejście do problematyki klasyfikacji map

Streszczenie
W pracy przedstawiona została percepcyjnie zorientowana analiza różnych typów map i scen o treści
geograficznej. Dostosowany do sensorycznych zróżnicowań podział użytkowników na grupy stworzył warunki
porównania wynikających stąd ograniczeń zakresu pragmatycznych własności dostępnych dziś rodzajów map
i scen. Dla każdego typu notacji, a więc graficznej, dotykowej, dźwiękowej czy multimedialnej, zastosowanych
przy konstrukcji scen geograficznych, określony został zakres mentalnego rozpoznania ogólnych i szczegółowych
charakterystyk przestrzennych, odnoszących się do rzeczywistości. W świetle bardzo znaczącego wpływu na
kartografię nowych technologii w pracy została poddana analizie aktualność sformułowanej przez Między
narodową Asocjację Kartograficzną w 1995 roku definicji mapy, a następnie dyscypliny, której jest ona
przedmiotem. W opinii autorki nowe definicje mapy powinno się budować przez uważnie dobrane postulaty
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związane z uznanymi za podstawowe funkcjami poznawczymi i aplikacjami, a do map zaliczać tylko te
,,przedstawienia" szeroko pojętej rzeczywistości, które spełniają określone w definicji warunki.
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CooTBeTCTBYIOll.lee
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pasnenenae ITODb3OBaTenei1 Ha rpynnsi CO3LIMO ycnosas cpaBHeHJ151 asrrexarounsx OTCIOLI3 orpaHl1'-leHHH
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npencraanexaa, T.e. rpaqnorecxoro, npa ITOMOll.lH OC5!33HH51, 3BYKOBOro HDH MYDbTHMeLIHMbHOro,
npar-teueunoro npa KOHCTPYKUHH reorpadnorecsax cuen, 6b!JI onpeneneu ITCHXW!eCKHH o6beM 061l.lHX
11 ITOLip06Hb!X npocrpancruemn-rx xapaKTepHCTHK K3C310ll.lHXC51 neHCTBHTenbHOCTH. Y'lHTb!B351 oxeiu,
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Kaprorpadnrxeckoii Accounauaeu B 1995 rony,

3H3'lHTenbHOe BDH51HHe Ha xaprorpadnno HOBbIX TeXHonor1111, B
ne¢11H1m1111 xapr u onpenenenuoił Me)l(LlyHapOLIHOH

a 33TeM LI11CU11ITDl1Hbl, xoropoii npenr-re rora OHa 51BJJ5!eTC51. Ilo MHeHl1!O 3BTOpa uosue neqmH11U1111
xapr u LIOD)l(Hbl 6b!Tb onpeneneau

nyTeM
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nonoópauuux noxenaaaił,

CB5133HHblX

C np113H3HHb!Ml1 OCHOBHblMl1 ITO3H3B3TenbHblMl1 ¢YHKU1151Ml1 11 np11MeHeHl151MH, a K xapr av npH'lHCD51Tb
TODbKO 3TH npeLICT3BJJeHH51 umpoxo ITOH51TOH neHCTBHTenbHOCTH, xoropue BblITODH51IOT onpeneneunue
B neqJHHHUHH ycnOBl151.

